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ENGINEERING RESEARCH REVIEW
Dear Colleagues,
As is always the case in the world of research, this past year has been an interesting one. You
can see from the overview charts on the next page that last year was not one of growth for our
college. Instead, we have seen a decline in research awards and expenditures, as well as a
decline in invention disclosures from 12 in FY12 to 3.5 in FY13. Part of this trend is due to the
last of our earmark-funded projects closing out. However, we still failed to achieve growth
when earmark funding is taken into account.
Since 83 percent of our FY13 external funding is federal, we are greatly affected by the
financial health of our government. Factors such as the size of the national debt, the federal
government operating on yet another continuing resolution, and flat or decreasing federal
agency science budgets, along with increased competition for this smaller pool of funds, will
make continuing growth in this venue difficult. So, then, what is the College of Engineering to
do?
Our response to this question is to diversify our external funding portfolio. In particular,
we are developing more opportunities with the commercial sector, where many areas have
remained strong or recovered quickly from the recent economic downturn. At the same time,
we want to maintain and build upon our state and municipal funding opportunities.
Fortunately, we have several good examples of these types of projects in our current portfolio
of external funding. Consequently, the focus of this issue of our annual research review is to
take a look at these projects and see what we can learn from them that will help us increase
our funding in these sectors.
Federal agencies and industry have substantially different expectations regarding research
outcomes. For example, federal projects typically only require a report at the end of the
project, but industry wants a set of deliverables including reports, drawings and working
prototypes. In addition, federally funded research normally has the expectation of publication
of the work; whereas, industry may not want the research published to preserve its
competitive advantage in the marketplace. How can these hurdles be overcome?
The projects highlighted here have several common themes that can give us insight into
how universities can partner with non-federal sources to conduct research. As you read
through the articles, make a list of the approaches that occur to you and then see how they
compare to our summary at the end of this report. If you come up with some ideas that we
missed, let us know!
Dennis Helder, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Research
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Testing,
simulation
improve
corn dryer
efficiency

B

uilding relationships and providing
solutions to engineering challenges
can make research partnerships
with industry mutually beneficial, according
to instructor Michael Twedt of the
mechanical engineering department. Since
January 2011, he and assistant professor
Stephen Gent have been working with
Brock Grain Systems of Frankfort, Ind., to
make its corn dryers more efficient.
Most of the comprehensive work on
the thermodynamics of grain dryers was
done in the 1960s, according to Brent
Bloemendaal, engineering manager at
Brock. Recent work has dealt with parts of
the process, but no one has tackled the
entire system.
Bloemendaal had to search for a
thermodynamics expert to study column
thickness, grain flow throughput,
temperatures and airflow rates. He’d
consulted experts at universities near
Frankfort, but had not found a good fit.
“We needed a university surrounded by
grain with the ability to test it,” explains
Bloemendaal. He found this in his alma
mater; Bloemendaal graduated from SDSU
in 1975.
Understanding industry goals
“Specific research with specific
results—that’s what’s appealing about
working with SDSU,” Bloemendaal says. His
discussions with Gent and Twedt convinced
him that he had found the right people.
“They’ve got their feet on the ground and
understand this stuff,” he says.
The goal is to dry the maximum
amount of corn with the least amount of
energy. Because grain drying is one of the
most energy-intensive operations in
farming, a 30- to 40-percent reduction in
energy consumption can be significant for
corn growers and can give Brock a
competitive edge in the marketplace.
To tackle this challenge, Gent and
Twedt had to investigate what happens
within a column grain dryer, identify
operating conditions and determine how
various dryer designs affect the rate at
which corn dries.
The drying process affects both the
quality of the corn and the amount of
energy consumed. “If corn dries too
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quickly, this can cause stress cracks in the
kernels,” Gent says. “If it takes too long, it
reduces the throughput.”
Gent and Twedt studied different dryer
designs, configurations and operating
conditions. They researched grain drying
theory, applying the fundamentals of
thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid
dynamics to accurately model what
happens within the dryer.
Building and validating
models experimentally
Gent has developed three numerical
models—one using MATLAB, one with
Excel and one using computational fluid
dynamics. With each iteration, the
simulations have grown increasingly
sophisticated and accurate. Feedback from
Brock indicates that what the researchers
have created is both unique and cutting
edge.
All of the models have also been
validated experimentally. As part of the
project, a small-scale grain dryer was built
at the SDSU Feed Processing Unit, a mile
north of campus.
While the typical drying system
processes about 1,500 bushels of corn per
hour, the experimental unit processes 25 to
40 bushels per hour. However, the height of
the experimental dryer is comparable to a
farm-scale dryer.
This setup allows the researchers to
document what is happening in real time.
While they run the dryer, they take
measurements, get data and confirm
predictions that then validate Gent’s
models. The researchers have run tests for
two drying seasons: 2011 and 2012.
“We see how everything is
converging,” Twedt says. The simulations
are continuously improving to more
accurately predict what is occurring
experimentally.
While validation is important to
Bloemendaal, he also emphasizes having a
roadmap to get to a specific goal.
“You can’t just run one little test and
find the answer to a question,” he says.
“When you run the test, you need to know
what you’re going to do with possible
outcomes.”

Twedt explains, “We are delivering
what the company wants and doing it in a
research-based way.” During the last two
years, Brock has invested approximately
$250,000 in the project, employing on
average one graduate student and three
undergraduates per year.
Contributing to industry, research
Forging this synergistic relationship
and working toward a research agreement
took time. More than a year elapsed
between Twedt and Gent’s initial
discussions with Bloemendaal and the
establishment of a research contract.
Establishing a relationship between the
university and a company was more
complex than the traditional federal funding
process because, as Twedt explains, “it
doesn’t fit the system.”
Working with administrators at SDSU
and Brock, the researchers had to establish
procedures and write a contract that
fulfilled the needs of both entities. However,
now that the partnership has been
established, the process will be easier for
future projects.
Companies want a solution to a
problem and they need it within a specific
time frame, Twedt says. “The time frame for
impact is a lot shorter than with federal
funding.”
To establish a viable partnership, it is
also essential to listen to what the company
wants and then deliver results that have a
direct impact on product development, Gent
says.
The university offered Bloemendaal the
independent, expert analysis he needed
along with the confidentiality his company
required.
The researchers also benefit from
project outcomes. In addition to conference
presentations, Gent has begun publishing
papers on the models he’s developed while
pursuing commercialization of the software.
Though the corn-drying project
concluded in July, Bloemendaal wants to
continue improving and expanding the
model so that it can eventually be applied to
other grains and hybrids. “I want that all
backed with good, solid research over a
broad geographic area.”

Michael Twedt, instructor
Mechanical Engineering
Department
michael.twedt@sdstate.edu
605-688-4303

Stephen Gent,
assistant professor
Mechanical Engineering
Department
stephen.gent@sdstate.edu
605-688-5337

Tom Lippi, center, vice
president, business and
technology development for
Chore-Time Brock Inc., in
Milford, Ind., discusses
improvements made to the
corn drying column with
mechanical engineering
graduate student Christina
Gerometta, left, assistant
professor Stephen Gent,
instructor Michael Twedt and
graduate student Lars
Mattison.
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In 2006, Gage Brothers of Sioux Falls and
Cretex of Rapid City co-sponsored the
performance evaluation of six 40-foot,
prestressed, self-consolidating concrete
bridge girders. Tests showed that the selfconsolidating girders, which are more
efficient to produce, performed equal to or
better than conventional concrete girders.
This research enabled the two
companies to produce a new product,
which they could then sell to construct
bridges on the state’s highways.
“There has to be an incentive for the
private sector to be involved, such as the
development of a new product that they
can sell,” Wehbe explains. “They have to
see a benefit for their business and local
economic development.”
Improving transportation products
In establishing industry partnerships,
Wehbe says, “Personal contact is very
important; they know us and our facility.”
For example, when Wehbe finds a request
for proposals that involves a full-scale
specimen, he talks to the engineers and
management at Gage Brothers about an
in-kind donation for testing.
Collin Moriarty, engineering manager
at Gage Brothers, says he works with
Wehbe to provide local governments

better, more cost-effective structures. “We
come up with options,” Moriarty says, and
Wehbe discusses these ideas with the
state entities involved to find out what
they’d prefer to use.
“Then we take it a step further and
have them tested in the lab,” says
Moriarty. This collaborative effort has the
potential to increase the company’s sales
of transportation products.
Providing capabilities, convenience
Companies choose the structures lab
for their research projects because of the
facility’s capabilities and its unique
location in the Midwest.
“Having a structures lab close by
allows our engineers to view more of the
testing and reduces our transportation
costs,” says Dave Samuelson, structural
research engineer for new products and
market development at Vulcraft/Verco
Group.
Vulcraft, a steel joist manufacturer in
Norfolk, Neb., has used the lab to
research a wide range of steel joists, steel
decks and cold-formed wall assemblies.
Vulcraft is a division of Nucor Corporation.
Working with the sponsoring
company, Wehbe and his colleagues plan
the research and guide the work. For a

Nucor-funded project in the fall of 2008,
the staff and graduate students at the
Lohr lab built cold-formed steel walls and
a 20-foot steel joist floor, tested the
structure and demolished it, all within a
week, explains lab manager Zach
Gutzmer. This process was repeated for
seven floor-and-wall setups.
The goal of the project was to
determine how the type and placement of
joists affected wall loading, recalls Adam
Roark, the civil engineering student who
wrote his thesis on the project. The floor
was loaded using an actuator, and strain
gauges collected data on wall stress and
its effect on building components.
Nucor has sponsored four research
projects investigating various facets of
concrete/cold-formed steel composite
building components.
“Nucor’s research partnership with
SDSU during the past five years has
allowed us to develop a greater
understanding of the behavior of our new
composite floor system,” says Samuelson.
“Our partnership with SDSU has been a
win-win situation.”

Below left: Civil engineering graduate student Todd Pauly, left, and structures lab manager Zach Gutzmer, right, tie steel rebar together to reinforce the
concrete in this bulkhead. Force is then applied to these bulkheads to test the strength of the concrete columns. This research, performed for the
Mountain Plains Consortium, will compare the mechanical properties of self-consolidating concrete columns with those of conventional ones.
Center: Undergraduate Ty Ahrenstorff, left, helps civil engineering graduate student Brett Tigges, center, and Gutzmer, right, pour concrete into the
bulkhead form.
Right: Tigges, center, uses a mechanical vibrator to consolidate the concrete in the bulkhead while Gutzmer, left, uses a rubber mallet to consolidate
the concrete near the edges of the form, and Ahrenstorff, right, holds the motor of the vibrator.

Nadim Wehbe, director
J. Lohr Structures Laboratory
nadim.wehbe@sdstate.edu
605-688-4291

Zachary Gutzmer, instructor
Civil & Environmental Engineering
zachary.gutzmer@sdstate.edu
605-688-4999
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“They don’t have to invest that much, and we
can do something that will benefit them in the
future,” Fan says. That work is now expanding.
Fan leveraged the materials expertise at the
photovoltaic center with Wintek’s interest in
developing applications for the plasma processes.
The company will provide the university with
$1.1 million in equipment, and Fan will develop
ways of producing more efficient, better performing
products, such as silicon and carbon-thin films,
which the company uses for its displays.
“We can use the equipment to develop the
process and product the company needs,” he
explains.
The work will begin this fall when the
equipment arrives. The instrument has many
applications, such as depositing thin films on glass
substrates and plasma etching, says Fan. Plasma
etching uses high-energy plasma to create
micro/nano-scale patterning. This then creates
the pixels that produce images on the screen.
“Plasma processing is a very critical technology
in modern optoelectronic materials and devices,”
Fan explains. His goal is to develop a faster
process that will reduce the cost of producing
thin film products. He hopes that the process can
then be licensed as intellectual property.

Search for materials

applications
successful

P

ersistence in searching for possible
applications for materials developed at the
Center for Advanced Photovoltaics has
garnered research agreements with two
companies for associate professor Qi Hua Fan
of SDSU’s electrical engineering program.
Federal projects emphasize the basic science
part of materials development, but companies
want to know how practical that technology is,
Fan explains. The ultimate goal of his research
is to develop products using these innovative,
cutting-edge materials.
“Companies don’t want to invest in
something fancy,” Fan says. “What they need is
something that can help their products.” For his
effort to commercialize his work in advanced
photovoltaics and plasma science, Fan received
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the Pat and Jo Cannon Intellectual Property
Commercialization Award at the SDSU Celebration
of Faculty Excellence in February.
“Technology is changing so fast,” says Fan.
“It’s tough for companies to keep up their
research and development expertise.” That’s
where universities can help.
Fan has nurtured relationships with two
companies, Wintek, of Ann Arbor, Mich., and
Xunlight of Toledo, Ohio. Ten years ago he worked
as a research scientist for Wintek, a Taiwanbased company that makes flat panel displays
for notebooks and touch screens. While Fan was
a research assistant professor at the University
of Toledo, he also forged a relationship with
engineers at Xunlight, a solar panel manufacturer.

Sharing results to spark ideas
When Fan came to SDSU three years ago,
he kept in contact and shared results from his
materials research with engineers at the
companies while searching for possible
applications for the newly developed materials.
Through these discussions, Fan got a better
understanding of what the companies needed.
Companies ask researchers to think a bit
further than is required of them when doing
scientific research, Fan explains.
He recalls an instance involving a tiny piece
of new material with a textured surface that his
research group had developed. When he showed
it to the company’s engineer, his first question
was “How big can you make it?”

University researchers usually develop and
characterize small pieces of materials, but companies
must scale-up these technologies for their applications,
Fan explains. “If it is not scalable, the companies cannot
use it.”
Eventually Fan found ways to combine his research
with what these companies wanted.
Developing research projects
Last fall Fan showed some of the lab’s nanostructured
materials to Wintek engineers. “They became interested
and would like to develop products out of this,” Fan says.
As a result, the company has been supporting Fan
and his group. At the Center for Advanced Photovoltaics,
Fan’s work focuses on display and photovoltaics so he
refers to his team as the optoelectronics group.

Scaling up new materials
As a new company, Xunlight is interested in
using a material developed at SDSU as a back
reflector for its solar cells.
“Back reflectors are key components in thin
film solar cells,” explains Fan, because they reflect
light back into the absorber, which then enhances solar
cell efficiency. However, current materials tend to
deteriorate, or oxidize, over time.
The optoelectronics group developed a unique
material that is more durable than what is currently being
used, Fan explains. Longer-lasting back reflectors translate
to more efficient, cost-effective solar cells for Xunlight.
Preliminary tests are encouraging, Fan says. Once
the material’s durability has been verified, the company will
mass produce the material. This collaboration may result
in a material developed at SDSU going from the lab to the
commercial market as part of Xunlight’s solar panels.

Qi Hua Fan, associate professor
Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science Department
Center for Advanced
Photovoltaics
qihua.fan@sdstate.edu
605-688-5910

Left: Being able to scale up
thin film technologies developed
by the optoelectronics group at
the Center for Advanced
Photovoltaics has helped
associate professor Qi Hua Fan
adapt these materials to
applications such as these solar
panels atop Daktronics Hall.

Building synergistic partnerships
Fan says that creating this type of synergy takes time
and effort. “First, you need that relationship, and second,
you need the technology that they are interested in,”
he explains.
Though it takes planning and persistence, combining
the research capabilities and talent of the photovoltaics
group with the needs of companies can produce
enlightening results.
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Water research

partnership
benefits City of Sioux Falls

A

reliable source of research funding is a luxury these days, one
that the Water and Environmental Engineering Research Center
has enjoyed for a decade through its work with wastewater
monitoring and management for the City of Sioux Falls.
Each year, the City of Sioux Falls sets aside $20,000 from its
capital improvement program to fund a research project that will
increase the efficiency of its wastewater treatment plant.
“We try to save money in the long run,” explains Chris Schmit,
director of SDSU’s water research center. Though a few projects were
done in the 1980s, the City of Sioux Falls began working with SDSU
researchers on a regular basis in the 1990s, according to Mark Perry,
wastewater superintendent for the City of Sioux Falls.
The innovative ideas that emerged from this research have had a
far-reaching impact on wastewater management in Sioux Falls. These
projects saved the city millions of dollars and garnered accolades for
SDSU, the Sioux Falls Water Reclamation Facility and the city’s
consulting firm, H.R. Green Engineering of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Improving filtration process
In 2010, a research project with the Sioux Falls Water
Reclamation Plant sought to replace the filters that trap any remaining
solids just before wastewater is released into the Big Sioux River.
The goal of the capital improvement project was to increase the
flow rate through the filters and automate the backwash system,
according to Perry. The price tag for replacing the filters was $3
million; however, the project has generated savings far beyond those
that the planners had envisioned.
The plant’s dual-media filters, which use a combination of
anthracite and sand to filter water, were operating well beyond their
design life, Schmit explains. “They were failing, losing media out the
bottom.”
The filters would clog and then have to be backwashed every
24 hours, which cost the plant time and resources creating what
Schmit calls “a bottleneck in the plant.”

Monomedia filters double
wastewater plant capacity,
save 1 million gallons of water per day

Using monomedia filters
The City of Sioux Falls and SDSU researchers came up with
a simple solution. “We used an old technology called a monomedia,
unstratified deep-bed filter, which utilizes only coal and a deep bed,”
Schmit explains.
The monomedia, which is much larger than conventional filter
media, lets more water through, holds more solids and doesn’t clog as
quickly. Consequently, the filter only needs to be backwashed once
every three days and the process uses half as much water as the
previous backwash method because, Schmit clarifies, “you don’t
fluidize the bed.”
“We piloted this technology and it worked very well,” Schmit
explains. The city’s consulting firm, H.R. Green Engineering, then
worked with SDSU to design the study, providing the information
the researchers needed to select the best operating parameter for
the pilot test.
“The project was highly successful,” Schmit says.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Saving water, time and energy
Perry agrees and cites more than half a dozen ways in
which the new filtration system created savings for the City
of Sioux Falls.
The plant was able to maximize its hydraulic capacity,
because the monomedia filters can handle twice as much
water as the old dual-media filters could, Perry explains.
As a result, the city did not have to build a second filtration
building that would have cost about $10 million. By doubling
its capacity, the plant was able to meet the city’s needs.
“That was a huge win there,” he says. “We also
maximized the filter run times.”
More water could be run through the filters before they
had to be backwashed, and the backwashing only took 15
minutes, resulting in more than a 50 percent savings in time
alone. The reduction in water usage was an added benefit.
Backwash water has to be reprocessed, so any water
savings essentially doubles. The plant gained 800,000 to
900,000 gallons a day in capacity, “because we don’t have to
send that water to the head of the plant again,” Perry explains.
That’s critical, especially during the spring when rainfall can
push the plant’s wastewater processing capacity to as much
as 40 million gallons per day.
Backwashing, which was formerly a manual process, is
now done automatically via a programmable logic controller.
Perry’s staff just has to wash down the walls during the
process. Because all backwashing can be accomplished at
night, electrical on-peak demand costs are avoided. Both
labor and energy costs have been greatly reduced.

Top Left: Backwashing the monomedia filters takes only 10 minutes and saves the
city an average of 1 million gallons of water per day and approximately $12,000
per year in labor and energy costs.
Above: Operations supervisor Mark Hierholzer of the Sioux Falls Water Reclamation
Plant checks the control panel, which makes backwashing automatic via a
programmable logic controller. This also allows staff to do the backwash in the evenings
during off-peak demand periods when power costs are lower.
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Top Right: The effluent water released from the Sioux Falls Water Reclamation Plant is
cleaner than the water in the Big Sioux River and costs less to process thanks to the use
of monomedia filters chosen through a research partnership with SDSU’s water research
center.
Above: It sounds like a jumbo jet revving up its engines for takeoff, but this blower system
uses air at 10 to 14 psi to dislodge particles in the monomedia filters and thus requires
less water. This means big savings for the City of Sioux Falls.

Improving water quality
Changes in the filtration system have also improved
water quality. Total suspended solids went from between 5
and 10 milligrams per liter to less than 2 milligrams per liter.
Turbidity dropped from between 5 and 10 nephelometric
turbidity units to less than one.
“That helps our water quality and reduces the amount
of solids that go through the contact basin,” Perry says.
Clearer water with fewer suspended solids reduces the
amount of chemicals needed to kill disease-causing bacteria
called fecal coliforms. Consequently, the plant was able to
confidently switch from gaseous to liquid chlorine, which is
safer for employees to handle and to utilize the existing
chemical feed building footprint for the new system, Perry
explains.

selection process was published in the June 2012 edition of
the Water Environment Federation magazine.
The City of Sioux Falls, H.R. Green Engineering and SDSU
received the 2012 Annual Honor Award from the American
Council of Engineering Companies of South Dakota and the
2012 Annual Outstanding Engineering Achievement Award
from the South Dakota Engineering Society.
Schmit and engineers from the City of Sioux Falls and
H.R. Green Consulting will present a paper on their work at the
2013 Water Environment Federation Technical Exhibition and
Conference in Chicago this fall. Between 15,000 and 20,000
professionals attend this annual conference.
Generating electricity with grease
A new project begun this year will explore how to use
grease to reduce the energy demands of the wastewater plant.
An anaerobic digester now supplies 25 to 30 percent of the
plant’s power by processing waste solids into methane gas,
according to Perry.
When restaurants dispose of their grease, it goes through
the wet processing portion of the wastewater plant. “That’s
expensive,” Schmit says.
The plan calls for collecting grease directly from
restaurants and then processing it in the digester to make
electricity. Schmit explains, “This would make it a more
sustainable process.”
SDSU is conducting a series of studies to determine how
well certain greases or substrates impact methane production,
Perry explains. Researchers must first make sure that the
injection of grease does not interrupt what the existing
digesters are doing.
“Our goal is to evaluate the biological methane potential,”
Schmit says, as well as any performance problems that may
emerge.
“If we optimize the way we mix the grease, pull it from the
collection system and bring it directly to the digesters,” Perry
estimates that he can double the amount of energy the
digester produces.
“Other cities have done this successfully,” Perry says.
One city was even able to supply 100 percent of its
wastewater plant energy through anaerobic digesters.
If history repeats itself, the city’s mutually beneficial
partnership with the water research center will once again
result in major financial savings for the City of Sioux Falls,
providing a sustainable energy source for the wastewater
treatment plant and fueling research at SDSU.

Chris Schmit, director
Water and Environmental
Engineering Research Center
Civil and Environmental
Engineering Department
christopher.schmit@sdstate.edu
605-688-5726

http://sdstate.edu/weerc/

Gaining recognition for innovation
The water filtration project has become a shining example
of what innovative research can do. A paper on the filtration
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Networking
expands
image-processing
opportunities

T

romping over a salt-covered lake bed in Turkey
on a 90-degree day doesn’t sound like the ideal
networking opportunity. But it was, according to
Dennis Helder, associate dean for research and director
of the SDSU Image Processing Laboratory.
In August 2010, Helder and imaging engineer
Larry Leigh represented the United States as part of an
international field campaign focusing on accurate
calibration of earth-imaging satellites. Teams from 10
nations participated in the three-week mission at Tuz
Gölü Lake, one of the largest salt lakes in the world.
Here they met Morakot Kaewmanee, a research
scientist with Thailand’s Geo-Informatics and Space
Technology Development Agency, in charge of satellite
calibration, data acquisition and product quality.
A relationship grew through the interactions
following that work, and in 2012, Kaewmanee came
to the SDSU lab as a visiting scientist.
Reaching out internationally
Building on her experience, Kaewmanee compared
the calibration of the Thai satellite, Thaichote, with that
of the American Landsat 5 satellite. Calibration turns
the images into data sets; each pixel measures the
amount of energy welling up from the Earth.
“If we don’t calibrate the images, then they are
only pretty pictures,” Helder says. Scientists then use
that data to document changes in the Earth’s surface
over time.
Kaewmanee’s research showed that the Thaichote
satellite calibration was stable but needed a slight
modification to improve its accuracy. She presented
these results at the Asian Conference for Remote
Sensing last November in Thailand.
“We gave them a taste of what we can do,”
Helder says.

A team of scientists from 10 countries including Dennis Helder, far left, and
Larry Leigh, center holding sensor above tripod, of the SDSU Image Processing Lab
measure the energy reflected off the surface of a salt lake in Turkey to make sure
that calibration teams worldwide are getting the same readings. This allows them
to calibrate the satellites so the images accurately reflect what’s actually happening
on the Earth.
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That led to negotiating a two-year
agreement. SDSU will develop an
atmospheric model for the satellite and
then train scientists at the Thai space
agency, known as GISTDA, to perform
calibration to ensure the accuracy of
satellite images.
Helder credits Kaewmanee and her
work as being the conduit for this
agreement. “She knew GISTDA and how
we could work together,” he says. “She did
all the negotiating for us.”
Helder anticipates that the lab can
build similar relationships with other
Pacific Rim countries that are developing
their remote-sensing capabilities.
Nurturing domestic connections
Within the United States, the SDSU
Image Processing Lab is also capitalizing
on the expertise of the scientists it trains.
When assistant professor Michele Kuester
left the lab to become a calibration
scientist at Digital Globe of Colorado,
another networking opportunity emerged.
Kuester was tasked with developing
the calibration plan for the World View 3
satellite that Digital Globe plans to launch
next year. She recommended that her
employer take advantage of the expertise
at SDSU.
“Digital Globe flies more commercial
satellites than anyone in the country and is
a worldwide leader in high spatial

resolution satellite imaging,” Helder
explains. While Landsat pixels are 30
meters in size, Digital Globe’s instruments
produce pixels as small as 0.7 meters but
with a smaller overall field of view.
The work began this summer and will
continue through 2015. The initial focus
on calibration of World View 2 will expand
to the World View 3 satellite. “This work
will establish a firm calibration record for
the new instrument,” says Helder.
Increasing accuracy,
broadening horizons
To open these networking
opportunities, the SDSU Image Processing
Lab had something special to offer.
Over the last decade, Helder and his
team have been developing a less costly,
more accurate way to calibrate optical
remote-sensing satellites using sites with
a stable surface reflectance and
atmosphere. Surface reflectance is the
ratio of the light flowing from the sun to
the Earth’s surface that is then reflected
from the Earth’s surface to a satellite
passing overhead.
When researchers measure surface
reflectance and atmospheric conditions,
Helder says, “it allows them to predict how
much energy is at the top of the
atmosphere for the satellite to observe.”
From this, the researchers then calibrate

Left: Libya 4 in the Sahara Desert is one of the pseudo invariant calibration sites that the Image
Processing Lab uses to calibrate satellites. Because the surface properties in the desert are
very stable, using these sites can decrease the cost of calibration.

the images being transmitted from the
satellite.
The SDSU Image Processing Lab has
used these ideas to develop pseudo
invariant calibration sites in remote desert
areas with limited rainfall and human
influence. Based on 25 years of
observation from Landsat 5 using a site in
Libya, Helder and his team determined
that the surface properties of these PICS
do not change over time and have learned
how to take advantage of a fairly stable
atmosphere at these locations.
“When a satellite observes these test
sites, it should measure the same amount
of energy each time,” Helder says. “Teams
don’t have to go to the site or process
measured data to evaluate the accuracy of
the images the satellite is producing.”
By developing unique capabilities,
worldwide recognition and a strong
network in governmental, commercial and
international circles, Helder seeks to
position the Image Processing Lab to
remain a dynamic entity in satellite
calibration for the long term.
“In an era of decreased federal
funding for research, it is critical to
broaden our horizons in order to ensure
the world has the most accurate
instruments possible to study global
change,” Helder states.

Dennis Helder, director
Image Processing Laboratory
dennis.helder@sdstate.edu
605-688-4372

http://iplab2out.sdstate.edu/

Right: Imaging engineer Larry Leigh, left, assistant professor
David Aaron from the physics department and Sara Landau, then
a senior physics major, work at the Brookings calibration site
near 3M. Landau completed her bachelor’s degree in May 2006.

Center: The Tuz Gölü Lake in Turkey is one of the largest salt lakes in the world.
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LESSONS
LeaRned

Predictive analytics
energizes graduate program
research fellowship program with Capital
Services has opened new doors to SDSU
statisticians and is helping financial institutions
enhance customer relationships with predictive
statistical models, according to assistant professor
Tom Brandenburger of the math and statistics
department. Capital Services is a portfolio
management and servicing company that works
with the payments industry.
Graduate student Ryan Burton, who completed
his master’s degree in statistics this spring,
developed a model that uses longitudinal data to
determine which customers are more likely to close
their credit card accounts. Burton’s research work
was funded through Capital Services with
Brandenburger as his thesis adviser.

A

Improving predictive possibilities
“The predictive model uses new data sources
offered by the credit bureaus to improve predictive
model power by an order of magnitude,”
Brandenburger says. The algorithm considers not
just current account balances, but those from the
last 36 months.
“What we can do is create a velocity, a direction
of travel using the more sophisticated technique,” he
explains. That allows financial institutions to see how
a person has utilized credit and whether the
borrower’s debt is increasing or decreasing over time.
Through the company’s partnership with SDSU,
Alfred Furth, vice president of portfolio analytics and
risk for Capital, says, “The predictive accuracy gains
observed with this modeling approach will ultimately
drive improved offers to customers and profitability to
the banks we work with.”
Brandenburger says financial institutions
embracing this data and modeling technique will
be able to improve the customer experience. The
improved predictive power with the algorithm will lead
to less risk for the financial institutions and, in the
long term, perhaps better pricing for customers.
Capitalizing on statistics talent
"The No. 1 benefit we’ve gotten out of the
relationship is access to the students,” Furth explains.
“The students we have funded are extremely
intelligent and ambitious. They provide Capital with
a lot of value.”

All of the data scientists at the Sioux Falls branch
of Capital Services are SDSU graduates whose
research has been directed by Brandenburger.
Brandenburger and Furth met while at SDSU—
they were the first two graduates of the doctoral
program in computational sciences and statistics.
Furth had been a biostatistician at Mayo Clinic, and
both men had fellowships with Capital Services.
In 2007, even before he completed his
doctorate, Furth took a position as a statistician
with Capital. Furth recalls that Capital CEO Charles
Hendrickson, who spent significant time as a chief
financial officer, recognized the value of analytics to
augment the financial models and forecasts.
Many of the ideas for research projects such
as Burton’s work have been funded by external
relationships, Furth explains. “Talking to the right
people at the right time and being able to connect
the dots has fueled these projects.”
He and Brandenburger saw the opportunities that
came with the increasing amount of credit bureau
data available in regard to predictive modeling. The
idea was greatly enhanced through their connection
to Chet Wiermanski, visiting scholar at Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia and former global chief
scientist of TransUnion credit bureau. Wiermanski
encouraged the two statisticians to pursue the project
and offered to consult and guide the project.
Opening new doors
Brandenburger has also reached out to other
financial entities to create opportunities for research.
When establishing ties with a new company, he says,
“I always try to lead with an intern.” Interns offer a
cost-efficient way to explore analytics.
Many companies that can benefit from analytics
have limited resources to devote to a statistics
project, he explains. “They need to have a short,
simple project that can help them understand how
this type of work can benefit the business.”
In one case, it took Brandenburger three years
to convince a company to hire one intern. “This year
they hired five of them,” he says.
Through their work in predictive analysis,
Brandenburger and Furth have made graduate work
in computational sciences and statistics an attractive
professional training program.

Researchers can take first step to partner with industry

Featured researchers
offer insight, advice

This issue of the College of Engineering Research Review has focused on projects with
industry partnerships. Given the increasingly stringent restrictions on federal funding,
we thought it would prove instructive to highlight researchers who successfully secured
alternative sources of support. Although the projects differ dramatically from one another,
there are several recurring themes that tie them together.

“Personal contact is very important.”

Building relationships with companies
Taken as a whole, the stories identify effective approaches to forging productive partnerships
with industry. These steps include:

Tom Brandenburger, assistant professor
Mathematics and Statistics Department
thomas.brandenburger@sdstate.edu
605-688-6196

•
•
•
•
•
•

Be patient. It takes time to build a relationship and negotiate the necessary agreements.
Construct an extensive network and maintain contact over the years.
Develop unique capabilities and a strong reputation.
Broadly share the results and possible applications of your work.
Look for possible partners across town, across the country, and across the globe.
Consider the needs of industry as you build your research agenda.

—Nadim Wehbe, J. Lohr Structures Lab

“Develop a level of expertise and offer
them something they can’t get
elsewhere that will improve what they
can deliver to their customers.”
—Dennis Helder,
Image Processing Lab

“From time to time, send them some
results. Ask if they see some
applications.”
—Qi Hua Fan,
Center for Advanced Photovoltaics

Meeting industry needs

The stories presented also provide important insights from the perspective of industry
partners. We learned from these articles that companies:

“I always
try to lead
with an intern.”
— Tom Brandenburger,
assistant professor

•
•
•
•
•

Struggle to maintain cutting-edge research and development.
Want to solve a problem; they are not interested in esoteric new discoveries.
Desire specific research with specific results in a specific time frame.
Will spend money to save money.
Are motivated to improve the bottom line and surpass the competition.

It is our hope that these pointers and profiles of effective practice will encourage others to
venture into the rewarding arena of university/industry research partnerships.
Dennis Helder, Associate Dean for Research
Dianne Nagy, Grants Coordinator

“Start with a short, simple project that
can help them understand the benefit
of such work.”
—Tom Brandenberger,
Math and Statistics

“It all starts with the relationship.”
—Michael Twedt,
Mechanical Engineering

“Listen to what the company is
looking for and determine how the
work will impact them directly.”
—Stephen Gent,
Mechanical Engineering

Helder, Nagy can help companies find experts
Reaching out to find that researcher whose expertise meshes with a company’s needs can be
a daunting task, but associate dean for research Dennis Helder and grants coordinator Dianne
Nagy can help.
More than 100 experts in mathematics and statistics, civil and environmental engineering,
mechanical engineering, physics, electrical engineering and computer science, agricultural and
biosystems engineering, engineering technology and management are available to collaborate
with area industries.

“Sit down [with partners], brainstorm
ideas and prioritize projects each
year.”
—Chris Schmit,
Water and Environmental
Engineering Research Center

Call the College of Engineering Research Office at 605-688-4372 or
email dennis.helder@sdstate.edu or dianne.nagy@sdstate.edu
to take that first step toward forging a mutually beneficial research relationship.
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AWARDS
College of Engineering researchers earn awards
Four researchers
from the College of
Engineering received
awards for their
work— three from
electrical engineering
and computer
science and one from
civil and
environmental
engineering.

The SDSU College of Engineering recognized 24 faculty members who have secured or had expenditures of $100,000 or more in research funding during the
2011-2012 fiscal year.
Commercialization Award – Qi Hua Fan
Collaborating with companies that can commercialize his
technologies has earned associate professor Qi Hua Fan of
electrical engineering the Pat and Jo Cannon Intellectual Property
Commercialization Award. This award honors researchers whose
inventions have the greatest potential for regional economic
development and successful commercialization through
technology transfer to an industrial partner.
Fan combined his research at the Center for Advanced
Photovoltaics with plasma science to develop techniques for
applying a thin film to a variety of substrates. He developed a
patent-pending method for depositing carbon film, which has
been licensed to Applied Nanofilms LLC.
This spring he received proof-of-concept funding from the
North Central Regional Sun Grant Center to determine if biochar
nanoparticles can be used to coat electrodes in supercapacitors.
This process has the potential to significantly decrease the cost of
the supercapacitors.
In his search for applications for the materials his group
develops, Fan forged research partnerships with two companies,
Wintek and Xunlight (see related story). He was also the first
SDSU researcher to receive a National Science Foundation
Innovation Corps grant, which emphasizes industry engagement
and contacts as part of a commercialization strategy.

Qi Hua Fan

Wei Wang

Francis Ting

24 researchers receive grantswinship awards

Young Scientist Award – Wei Wang
Research that creates software to improve breast cancer
imaging and wireless image transmission have earned assistant
professor Wei Wang of the electrical engineering and computer
science department the Sherwood and Elizabeth Berg Young
Scientist Award.
The award recognizes outstanding accomplishments for
faculty that are in the early stages of their careers and provides
$3,000 to support the recipient’s research.
Wang and professor Sung Shin are developing software that
will identify tumors using microwave tomography imaging, a less
costly way to detect breast cancer. The project involves scientists
from the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
and Chung Nam University in Daejeon, South Korea.
The computer program will compare a microwave
tomography image to a database of more than 100,000 MRI
images and then choose the cases that are most similar and
extract the image along with the case files. Doctors will use this
information to determine the best plan of action for the patient.
Since 2012, Wang has been working with professor Kazem
Sohraby, head of the electrical and computer engineering
department at the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
in Rapid City, on a two-year NASA/Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) grant. NASA is
interested in deploying autonomous wireless devices on Mars
through the use of wireless relays. These must be strategically
placed to optimize energy usage and maximize the amount of
information the devices can exchange.
In addition, Wang has been instrumental in engaging
first-year students in software development through a new
freshman-level robotics course and robotics club.

Researcher of the Year – Francis Ting
For nearly 25 years, professor Francis Ting of the civil
engineering department has studied the motion of breaking
waves in his fluid mechanics laboratory in the Agricultural
Engineering Building. In recognition of his work, Ting was named
Distinguished Researcher and Scholar by SDSU’s Office of
Research and Sponsored Programs and the Research Advisory
Council. Ting also received the 2012 Researcher of the Year
Award from the College of Engineering.
Ting began analyzing waves as a postdoctoral research
fellow at the University of Delaware Center for Applied Coastal
Research in 1989. After coming to SDSU in 1995, he continued
that collaboration through funding from the Office of Naval
Research and the National Science Foundation. Since 2000,
Ting has received more than $1 million to support his work.
His research seeks to answer fundamental questions about
the form and changing flow of these waves and how they interact
with the bottom and transport sediment. This information will help
transportation engineers estimate the physical impact of water
on bridges, dams and highways.
Ting and his team conduct the experimental work, while
researchers at the Delaware research center perform the
computer simulations. This summer, Ting and civil engineering
graduate student Jedidiah Reimnitz took their analysis of breaking
waves to a deeper level using 3-D imaging.
Young Investigator of the Year – Mahdi Farrokh Baroughi
Streamlining the manufacturing process can help make solar
cell production less costly, according to associate professor
Mahdi Farrokh Baroughi of electrical engineering and computer
science, who does research through the SDSU Center for
Advanced Photovoltaics.
For his achievements, Baroughi received the College of
Engineering Young Investigator Award. It rewards faculty members
early in their careers who have shown promise through
publications and grants with a plaque and a monetary award
of $1,000.
During the last seven years, Baroughi has secured nearly
$1 million in research funds and has written more than 60 journal
and conference publications in the area of electronic materials
and devices.
Recently, he and an interdisciplinary research team reduced
the processing time of dye-sensitized solar cells from 30 hours
to less than 30 minutes. Baroughi’s collaboration with assistant
professor Brian Logue of chemistry and biochemistry and
associate professor Matthew Biesecker of mathematics and
statistics is funded through a $432,000 National Science
Foundation grant.
In addition, his team made advances in using semitransparent dye-sensitized solar cells as window glass in
commercial buildings. A new coating method reduces the cost of
producing the semi-transparent material by more than 90 percent
when compared to the conventional sputter-coating method.

Front row from left: Jung-Han Kimn, Frances Ting, Chris Saunders, Sung Shin, Xiao Qin, Qi Hua Fan and Mahdi Farrokh Baroughi;

Second row: Teresa Hall;
Third row: Richard Reid, Alex Moutsoglou, Qiquan Qiao, Stephen Gent, Mike Twedt, Venkat Bommisetty;

Back row: Jon Puetz, Sharon Vestal, Nadim Wehbe, Bruce Berdanier and Ken Skorseth.
Not pictured are Fereidoon Delfanian, David Galipeau, Xijin Ge, Dennis Helder and Chris Schmit.

Mahdi Farrokh Baroughi
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